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Astonished

2014-02-25

a narrative composed of brutal honesty tenderness and an aching love for

god i could not put it down sue monk kidd author of the secret life of bees

in the middle of her life acclaimed memoirist beverly donofrio thought she

d found a safe haven in a beautiful town in mexico until she was

awakened in her bed by a rapist as she writes in this fierce unflinching

account this was not supposed to happen i was supposed to have

escaped i had hot flashes and liver spots and was in the final stretch here

donofrio wrestles with anger toward her attacker and toward life yet

realizes her despair is not unlike that of other friends who are struggling

with grave illnesses loss of jobs deaths of loved ones hoping to heal from

trauma donofrio turns to prayer while journeying to five very different

monasteries a testimony to how anyone who is broken can move away

from fear and anger toward grace astonished will not only be read and

shared by fans of donofrio s previous books but also by anyone who

hopes to be inspired by donofrio s strength and her search for faith

healing and identity

Finding Healing

2018-07-05
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this can be your turning point god can take the hardest places in your life

the things you never thought you d overcome and heal you and set you

free so you can use your story to help other people discover their own

abundant life the message of this book is simple you can be healed and

overcome you can walk in freedom through the power of the holy spirit

and the work that jesus did at the cross you don t have to stay trapped in

your pain and heartache no person is doomed to repeat the cycles of the

past you can choose as i did so many years ago to start your own

journey to healing and freedom and start really living the abundant life

jesus has for you

Return to Joy

2016-07-01

in return to joy bev desalvo shares her own story of healing from past

pain to draw other women along a journey toward intimacy with their

savior the road to healing is arduous and long but when we bow our pain

in worship this broken road leads to the heart of god where all masks are

removed and divine comfort can be experienced on this journey

understanding the true nature of the father son and holy spirit brings

healing and restoration to all father relational and mother wounds learning

to aggressively fight against satan who is devious but not creative

replaces his evil lies with the truth of god so that they no longer define the
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person recognizing that god is always with me leads to a place of rest

where there is no fear of being rejected or abandoned as a result of these

new insights the reader can finally return to joy and experience emotional

and spiritual balance out of the overflow of intimate worship god becomes

their refuge provider and protector enabling them to move toward others

in forgiveness and true community includes a ten week bible study

Seeking ... Finding ... Healing ...

2021-03-15

if you experience a yearning to make peace with your history and a desire

to create a compassionate and loving relationship with all of your inner

ages this book will gently lead you along a path of inner healing with

rewards beyond imagination or expectations using various writing

exercises you will tap into the wisdom strengths and clarity you need to

become the loving parental guide all your inner selves have waited for

and deserve following word for word visualizations you are introduced to

your future selves and a spiritual protection team then by utilizing becky s

style of meditation this self directed creative path to healing honors your

inner timing and gently leads you to freedom where you will experience

peace self love and healing as an inner family for further inspiration and

encouragement throughout the book the author shares her path of inner

family healing spanning over forty years through personal visualizations
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and stories of her ongoing healing in addition you ll be provided with the

healing stories of others who the author has guided along this path

Healing Is the New High

2021-04-13

achieve genuine inner healing let go of trauma and find clarity resilience

and freedom with 1 sunday times bestselling author vex king vex

developed powerful inner healing techniques to help him break free from

his troubled past heal his emotional pain and trauma and create a new

and empowering belief system since then he s helped thousands of

people worldwide unlock their own healing journey and now he s here to

help you become your own healer too vex shares how to experience

healing through the layers of the self combining yogic principles and

simple accessible techniques for exceptional long lasting results these

transformative practices include working with your body s energy

exploring and raising your inner vibration creating positive relationships

exploring your personal history and rewriting limiting beliefs uncovering

your true self and reigniting your fire taking charge of your inner healing is

one of the greatest acts of self love by committing to this process and

raising your vibration the energy that courses through you and you radiate

out into the world you ll create space to welcome more joyful experiences

into your life
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Courage to Be Healed

2019-09-03

from new york times best selling author the altered life begins at the altar

but it doesn t end there here is a simple truth hurt people hurt people the

damaged do damage to others and to themselves they become toxic and

their toxicity spills over into the lives of those around them leaving a trail

of broken relationships squandered opportunities and shattered dreams

hurting souls can and often do become suicidal and self destructive this is

not a quick fix book but one that illumines the need for and very real hope

for inner healing delve into stories of people finding healing and

understand each stage of the process including the following honestly

confronting the past facing and accepting painful realities forgiving

ourselves as well as the unforgivable deeds of others dealing with

disappointment and forgiving god for unmet expectations unanswered

prayers and unfulfilled dreams stories of people seeking and finding

healing many go to church or preach in a church every sunday while

living lives of unuttered soul deadening despair part of the reason they

never get help is a prevailing religiosity that presupposes that sin and

repentance are the cause of and the answer to all the soul s distress

while salvation or the baptism of the spirit are the first steps to healing

hurt souls these experiences may not do all that needs to be done the

altered life may well begin at an altar but it may need to continue in a
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counseling office dr mark rutland s courage to be healed is a doorway of

hope for hurting souls and for those who love them this book will give you

inner healing through spirit led counseling prayer bible reading and the

power of god s grace also available in spanish isbn 13 978 1 62999 281

5 e book isbn 978 1 62999 282 2 other title by mark rutland david the

great 2018 isbn 13 978 1629995267

How Healed Do You Want to Be?: Finding hope

and wholeness in a sharp-edged world

2009

it is a sharp edged world and getting hurt is unavoidable whether it is

physical spiritual or emotional we all experience pain on some level and

are left with trying to pick up the pieces what do we do how do we move

forward do we want to merely get bandaged up so we can get back into

the game or do we want something so powerful and miraculous that it

leaves us better than when we first experienced pain in how healed do

you want to be author william faris explores the world of healing from a

different perspective defining the true nature of healing and challenging

the reader to ask those tough questions that help us discover the deep

healing god has for our lives he lays out a biblical road map that helps

those on this journey find a healing that leaves them in better shape than

when one of the sharp edges from the world first found them
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Finding Our Way Back to Ourselves

2021-05-10

find out how by discovering how and when you acquired your roadmap for

life and if this is still serving you only then will you be free to live a life of

joy and happiness

Wrecked by My Ex

2019-12-06

in a perfect world all marriages are that of 1950s tv sitcoms but reality

would dictate that many marriages will inevitably fail they fail at the heart

because of one of two reasons 1 they did not originate from the heart of

god the most common or 2 they were ordained of god yet the two within

the marriage lost sight of god s plan for any myriad of reasons either way

divorce is a bone crushing experience and more often than not requires

many many years of recovery some never experience such restoration

because they simply do not know where or how to obtain it regardless of

the faint fragile lonely crushed and or traumatized condition in which one

may find themselves post divorce or post breakup there is healing this

healing can come only from the one who created them with a purpose

and who can take any curse and turn it into a blessing author alexys v
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wolf had to learn to love herself and to allow god transformation which

required taking a hard look inward as to her personal culpability in her two

failed marriages this effort is most assuredly worth the struggle in order to

reach supernatural restoration

Treasure Within

2019-12-31

your relationship has ended it s over it s done you want to move forward

with your life and get back to feeling like yourself again but you just can t

something has been stolen something has been taken out of you and you

don t know if you ll ever be the same again you feel as if you re stuck

and the pain will never end you find yourself replaying scenes from the

breakup over and over again and you re not quite sure if you ll ever be

able to forgive him for what he did to you the pain is so real you can

touch it and all you want to do is go away and to make sense of

everything that has happened why does it hurt so bad will the pain ever

end where was god in all of this can you relate if so there s hope author

of treasure within dewonna beck has experienced the heart wrenching

pain of a broken relationship and knows first hand how it can impact your

life and stop you from living life and becoming all you were intended to be

in this refreshing and candidly written book she shares intimate details

from pages of her personal life and what she discovered on the journey
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that led to her finding peace and fulfillment all which she shares with the

hope that as you read this book you will begin to move past the hurt and

experience the same freedom transformation and healing that god brought

into her life complete with scriptures prayers a journal section and a

section for inner reflection this book is a must read for anyone trying to

live with the pain of a broken relationship

Finding Healing Workbook

2017-08-10

this can be your turning point god can take the hardest places in your life

the things you never thought you d overcome and heal you and set you

free so you can use your story to help other people discover their own

abundant life the message of this book is simple you can be healed and

overcome you can walk in freedom through the power of the holy spirit

and the work that jesus did at the cross you don t have to stay trapped in

your pain and heartache no person is doomed to repeat the cycles of the

past you can choose as i did so many years ago to start your own

journey to healing and freedom and start really living the abundant life

jesus has for you are you ready let s get started
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Overcoming Trauma

2023-01-31

the first step in overcoming trauma is to understand that trauma has a

spiritual source regardless of how we deal with it emotionally or physically

the author experienced much trauma through violent abuse and shares

her experience of how she was healed and major scriptural keys to being

set free from trauma ptsd and fear

Forgiving the Unforgivable

2015

forty five minutes earlier we had been eating laughing andenjoying one

another s company and now in a moment stime our lives were forever

changed what began as a delightful three day family gathering ended

intragedy when a car accident left three of craig stone s family members

deadand one in a vegetative state adding to the pain of loss corruption

seemedto overshadow justice in the courtroom trial that followed as a

result thefamily was thrust into months and even years of unimaginable

grief rage and unforgiveness in forgiving the unforgivable stone shares

candidly of the emotional turmoiland grief that he experienced in light of

these tragic events and how theynearly destroyed his life until he
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discovered true forgiveness covering themany stages of grief he shows

you why it is important to go through thegrieving process and he explains

what the bible says about forgiveness andwhy you cannot uncover

healing and a prosperous future without it you may find yourself in a

similar situation with a life struck by deep woundsthat were inflicted by

other people you ve hurt long enough it s time to end the pain and anger

andembrace freedom through forgiveness

Finding Healing

2017-02-10

this can be your turning point god can take the hardest places in your life

the things you never thought you d overcome and heal you and set you

free so you can use your story to help other people discover their own

abundant life the message of this book is simple you can be healed and

overcome you can walk in freedom through the power of the holy spirit

and the work that jesus did at the cross you don t have to stay trapped in

your pain and heartache no person is doomed to repeat the cycles of the

past you can choose as i did so many years ago to start your own

journey to healing and freedom and start really living the abundant life

jesus has for you are you ready let s get started
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A Season of Love

2011-06-24

in today s world we can all use extra help now and then dealing with day

to day stress a season of love is a collection of inspirational stories and

motivational affirmations or thoughts for each day to help with healing

finding our connection to the divine and how to manifest in a new world

each page is filled with positive thoughts and stories that bring you closer

to family mother earth spiritgod and our inner selves a season of love is a

work of love from an author that s open minded and compassionate

because she knows life doesn t always go just the way we want we all

have ups and downs but we can learn to see the positive and not always

the negative it s about taking one step at a time but the most important is

taking that first step

Arise: Finding Healing Through Broken Pieces

2018-05

imagine growing up as a little girl having everything you wanted but

feeling like something was missing imagine feeling rejected lonely and

always searching for acceptance imagine being the girl that was teased

for things she couldn t change and ridiculed for things she did change
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heartbreak devastation shame grief and discouragement are just a few

words that defined shameka s life until she decided to arise if you have

ever wrestled with insecurity unforgiveness over functioning loss and

identity this is the book for you if you ve tried to reconcile your faith with

your feelings this is the book for you arise was written with one goal in

mind to help you find healing in brokenness

Healing Hidden Hurts

1994

dr lagrand s advice and recommendations reach from and to both heart

and head a powerful and important lesson about grief that even in grief

we can still grow kenneth j doka phd senior consultant hospice foundation

of america through your loss comes the strength to grow whether the

death of a loved one is sudden or follows a long battle with illness there is

no way to prepare for the loss of someone close grieving is painful but

you have a choice in how you cope with grief and most importantly how

you adapt to the intense loss you ve experienced grief counseling expert

dr louis lagrand describes 101 tips and prescriptions to help mourners

through their tragic loss his specific coping strategies offer practical advice

ultimately giving you pathways for achieving lasting inner peace by using

the one thing you can control your own response to grief heal your inner

grief and find peace by starting each day with an affirmative action
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establishing a grief or worry time planning in advance for birthdays

anniversaries and important holidays learning to enjoy new routines letting

go of if onlys and what ifs never ruling out happiness

Healing Grief, Finding Peace

2011-10-01

many of us have a complicated relationship with our body maybe you ve

been made to feel ashamed of your body or like it isn t good enough

maybe your body is riddled with stress pain or the effects of trauma

maybe you think of your body as an accessory to what you believe you

really are your mind maybe your experiences with racism sexism ableism

heterosexism ageism or sizeism have made you believe your body isn t

the right kind of body whatever the reason many of us don t feel at home

in our bodies but being disconnected from ourselves as bodies means

being disconnected from truly living and from the interconnection that

weaves us all together psychologist and award winning researcher hillary

mcbride explores the broken and unhealthy ideas we have inherited about

our body embodiment is the way we are in the world and our embodiment

is heavily influenced by who we have been allowed to be mcbride shows

that many of us feel disembodied due to colonization racism sexism and

patriarchy destructive systems that rank certain bodies as less valuable

beautiful or human than others embracing our embodiment can liberate us
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from these systems as we come to understand the world around us and

the stories we ve been told we see that our perspective of reality often

limits how we see and experience ourselves each other and what we

believe is sacred instead of the body being a problem to overcome our

bodies can be the very place where we feel most alive the seat of our

spirituality and our wisdom the wisdom of your body offers a

compassionate healthy and holistic perspective on embodied living

weaving together illuminating research stories from her work as a

therapist and deeply personal narratives of healing from a life threatening

eating disorder a near fatal car accident and chronic pain mcbride invites

us to reclaim the wisdom of the body and to experience the wholeness

that has been there all along end of chapter questions and practices are

included

The Wisdom of Your Body

2021-10-12

are you struggling with fully accepting that god loves you if you or

someone you know has suffered abuse you are not alone abuse of

women is a global problem one out of every four christian women suffers

from physical emotional spiritual economic or sexual abuse women who

have suffered abuse often find it difficult to experience god s love

accepted in the beloved is a bible study that will help and encourage
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women who desire to know and experience god s love and acceptance

and will help equip pastors or pastoral caregivers to support and assist

survivors of abuse the six lesson journey through accepted in the beloved

will encourage healing growth and transformation each lesson includes

three different sections learning god s truth to enlighten the mind through

a study of the truths in god s word and to accurately illuminate the

character of our loving creator experiencing god to encourage a deeper

experience of god s presence through contemplative exercises that

develop heart knowledge of god s truth and foster spiritual transformation

and sharing god s love to encourage women to reach out beyond

themselves as they apply what they have learned from the study to their

lives and relationships with an encouraging tone and transformative

content accepted in the beloved will help women find healing and

wholeness in the love of the crucified lord

Accepted in the Beloved

2008-08-25

we all experience emotional pain and even devastation in our lives but

few of us know how to deal with it properly our unresolved pain

accumulates deep within the recesses of our hearts in a place jimmy

evans calls the hurt pocket the more pain we accumulate the more we

are mentally emotionally and relationally crippled but what if we could
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reach into that hurt pocket confront our pain and experience release and

freedom jimmy evans shows readers how to completely remove and

resolve every negative event from their past that is compromising their

present and keeping them from their god given destiny he helps readers

forgive others and themselves and discover true inner peace perfect for

individuals as well as small groups and entire churches when life hurts

will help set people free from the pain of the past so they can live fully in

the present and look forward to the future

When Life Hurts

2013-10-01

ease emotional pain end aloneness find self lovesm filled with warmth

empathy and hope becoming whole systematically teaches you how to

ease emotional pain in your life and in the lives of those you care about

powerfully illustrated by sessions stories of patients in treatment and for

the first time unveiling what goes on inside the heart and mind of a

psychotherapist as they heal a patient s tangled heart becoming whole is

devoted to helping someone suffering from emotional distress that just

won t go away patients in treatment who have not fully recovered anyone

wanting to improve their love relations insightful powerful and revealing

becoming whole is not only a healing companion but a valuable life

companion as well proceeds from your purchase of this book will be used
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to directly help victims of child abuse

Becoming Whole

2018-02-14

since discovering her psychic and healing abilities in her teens echo

bodine has used those gifts to help others while working as a barber she

often sensed when a client needed healing and she d silently provide it

she s helped people communicate with dead loved ones and helped

others using the healing power that flows from her hands she didn t

always realize what her abilities meant or how to use them but echo

continued to seek guidance she discovered that as she sought the good

in people and experiences she also found the love of god and the power

of good that come with spiritual practice join echo for this ride through the

incredible events of her life s journey from one night s sighting of both

comedian bob hope and a ufo to a glimpse into a european past life to a

tangle with the irs and a trip to hollywood to explore reality television all of

echo s adventures have deepened her understanding of god and her own

humanity even situations that looked disastrous such as alcohol addiction

and teen pregnancy became life affirming milestones her stories reveal a

hard won wisdom that will help you too see the good everywhere and find

divinity and guidance within
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Look for the Good and You'll Find God

2010-11-12

how s your heart this question bounced through my head one year before

turning the same age mum was when she suddenly succumbed to cancer

how was her heart did she become the person she wanted to be did she

live out her dreams did she leave this earth satisfied for living with a heart

wide open she was 47 i am 46 and my heart feels wrecked emotionally

spiritually physically i am empty too many unkind moments have been

twisted into my story a violent marriage estrangement from my children

depression binge drinking successive brain injuries these all carry deep

scars that are cracking my foundation for building a better life what if i am

like mum and this is the last year i get to live how will i be remembered

how will people describe me am i living in a manner that values healthy

relationships encourages wild dreams honors precious time loves beyond

limitations no i am not what if i could soften those deep scars by

examining the old stuff that creates barriers for reaching optimal healing

will i be able to focus the next year on a transformation that leads to my

best version of living yes i think i can because mum s leave too soon

because aching hearts long to be healed because distressed people

search for encouragement because weary folks yearn for rest because

lost dreamers still pursue hope i believe i must starting today
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Finding HER Stuff

2019-09-12

heal embracing hope and finding peace in the midst of anxiety and

depression is a beacon of light in the midst of darkness it is a reminder

that there is always hope even in the most trying times allow this book to

be your companion on this journey towards healing and may it lead you to

a place of profound peace and restoration

Heal.A 61-Day Journey of Embracing Hope and

Finding Peace in the Midst of Anxiety and

Depression

2023-10-20

do you like to cook do you like to eat good food are you sad about a

change in your life or a loss of someone or something you loved and or

enjoyed if you answered yes to at least one question then you will enjoy

this book inside is a collection of good recipes and a guide to your

recovery from a change or a loss in your life complete the assignments

and bring your grieving to a close this collection of recipes include meat

fish soups and desserts
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Bridge To Healing

2014-09-15

walking healed companion study is a five week bible study created to give

a more in depth look at how to find healing forgiveness grace hope and

finding your purpose to those who seek a deeper walk with the lord to be

used in conjuction with the book walking healed

The Secret to Healing and Finding Comfort

2016-01-29

your doctor says you have cancer you are immediately flooded with

questions are there any treatment options is healing possible is there any

hope how will my cancer affect my family and my life what gives life

meaning purpose and significance what is important now finding healing

and hope through cancer describes one man s journey with cancer in

which he finds answers to these questions

Finding Hope and Healing A Christ-Centered

Approach to Mental Illness

2023-10-17
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the redemptive voice and healing hands of god the master artist can draw

hearts back to himself to his heart where his creation truly belongs he can

heal captive lost and broken hearts and make them into new sanctified

vessels for himself able to reflect his light to others filled with inspiring

words artwork and poetry the master artist seeks to help artists and

creatives who need healing in their hearts god the master artist designer

and maker of your heart sees you loves you and cares for you as his own

masterpiece he desires to draw paint and create a new life in you as you

surrender to his purposes and plans for your life through personal

testimonies scripture and creative expression this guide encourages you

to get to know follow and reflect the one who made you for his glory and

honor for all of eternity intended for artists in a variety of media this study

ministers to the souls who feel broken inside and helps them in their

journey towards wholeness in christ

Walking Healed Companion Study

2016-07-01

as a young girl in bangalore gayathri was surrounded by the fragrance of

jasmine and flickering oil lamps her family protected by gods and

goddesses but as she grew older demons came forth from dark corners

of her idyllic kingdom with the scariest creatures lurking within her tortured

mind shadows in the sun traces gayathri s courageous battle with
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debilitating depression that consumed her from adolescence through

marriage and a move to the united states her inspiring memoir provides a

first of its kind cross cultural view of mental illness how it is regarded in

india and in america and how she drew on both her rich hindu heritage

and western medicine to find healing

Finding Healing and Hope Through Cancer

2016-03-07

in a raw and inspiring reflection on grief selected by publishers weekly as

one of the best books of the year a mourning sister processes her

personal story of loss by exploring the history of bereavement customs

when amanda held opelt suffered a season of loss including three

miscarriages and the unexpected death of her sister new york times

bestselling writer rachel held evans she was confronted with sorrow she

didn t know to how face opelt struggled to process her grief and accept

the reality of the pain in the world she also wrestled with some

unexpectedly difficult questions what does it mean to truly grieve and to

grieve well why is it so hard to move on why didn t my faith prepare me

for this kind of pain and what am i supposed to do now her search for

answers led her to discover that generations past embraced rituals that

served as vessels for pain and aided in the process of grieving and

healing today many of these traditions have been lost as religious practice
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declines cultures amalgamate death is sanitized and pain is averted in

this raw and authentic memoir of bereavement opelt explores the history

of human grief practices and how previous generations have journeyed

through periods of suffering she explores grief rituals and customs from

various cultures including the irish tradition of keening or wailing in grief

which teaches her that healing can only begin when we dive headfirst into

our grief the victorian tradition of post mortem photographs and how we

struggle to recall a loved one as they were the jewish tradition of sitting

shiva which reminds her to rest in the strength of her community even

when god feels absent the tradition of mourning clothing which set the

bereaved apart in society for a time allowing them space to honor their

grief as opelt explores each bereavement practice it gives her a

framework for processing her own pain she shares how in spite of her

doubt and anger god met her in the midst of sorrow and grieved along

with her and shows that when we carefully and honestly attend to our

losses we are able to expand our capacity for love faith and healing

The Master Artist

2021-02-15

we live in a complex world filled with materialism and ego driven needs

disconnected from our source time is speeding up as we rush about

frantically stuck in a race we are enslaved by our conditioned minds
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victims to a limited subjective perception of life we ve drifted away from

harmonious coexistence with nature spirit and one another and are

plagued by imbalance unhappiness and disease but our souls are ever

present calling us home and it is through encountering illness loss and

adversity that we can transform and find our way to hope love and peace

klara was one such being empty and exhausted running on autopilot and

entirely missing the present moment she has lived through trauma and

chronic stress and became absorbed by illness struggling with

fibromyalgia and irritable bowel syndrome but the more the darkness set

in the stronger her desire for freedom became bringing to light the secrets

of healing come discover a passionate journey to self discovery and

healing reconnect with faith love self compassion and most of all your

soul come see that freedom and joy is possible become inspired to begin

an authentic path of healing of your own and reclaim your passion for life

Healing Grace

1999

a short memoir of my journey in learning to see myself as worthy on

overcoming childhood traumas learning to manage my auto immune

disorder through a holistic approach overcoming destructive behavioral

patterns transforming my mindset and finding healing through use of

sacred earth medicines
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Shadows in the Sun

2014-10-13

through their work with their clients their own experiences and studies in

myth mysticism and alchemy the authors have traced the emergence of a

new spiritual paradigm in which the divine seeks wholeness through and

with us many of us are having experiences that bring us in contact with a

being who seems to exist independently in the realm beyond the psyche

or what the authors term the psychoid this being the ally challenges and

helps us along our way to individuation the ally represents our divine

counterpart and works with us if we are willing to help heal the schism

between and within the divine and us the authors show us how to contact

and consciously enter into a relationship with the ally through our dreams

and by employing what c g jung termed active imagination when we work

with the ally to transform ourselves the divine transforms as well all three

elements co creating a whole being the authors explore the ally s

parallels in mystical traditions such as sufism and alchemy and how the

ally differs from angelic beings they also present an exciting new view of

various creation myths revealing that salvation exists beyond the vault of

heaven for god and human alike
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A Hole in the World

2022-07-19

how accessible is god s healing touch for people who are hurting from

emotional relational and spiritual abuse the author s account of his

transformation from despair to hope through the tender care of jesus

christ is an invitation to many who are in need of inner healing

An Authentic Path of Healing

2014-05

aching miserable exhausted despondent hazy misunderstood blue all of

the above and more can be used to describe the complicated world that it

is to live with clinical depression with everything from chronic fatigue

mood swings a gray outlook on life to the lowest lows you can think of

depression looks different and is different to each life that it ultimately

effects this collection takes an intricate look inside of what it s actually like

to live and survive every day while coping with depression inside the

essays written by humans just like you dealing with their own depression

you ll find honesty truth and stories of survival because depression is a

great many things but beyond it there is healing
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Worthy

2021-03-15

this beautifully crafted collection of 109 poems masterfully explores the

complex and often overwhelming experience of grief and loss offering a

poignant journey through the depths of human emotion each poem is a

thoughtful and evocative expression of the pain confusion and despair

that often accompany loss as well as the beauty resilience and hope that

can be found in the journey of healing from the opening lines of the book

readers are invited into a space of deep feeling and reflection where

words are used to give voice to the myriad emotions that arise in the

wake of loss throughout the language is spare precise and poignant

giving readers a sense of the raw emotional power of grief each poem

speaks to the heart of what it means to be human and offers a way to

connect with the depths of our emotions and find meaning in our pain in

the end the healing power of words poems for healing and finding

strength after loss is a powerful testament to the enduring power of words

to heal inspire and uplift us in times of need this book is a must read for

anyone who has experienced loss and for anyone who seeks to

understand the human experience of grief and find a way forward towards

healing and renewal
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Healing the Wounded God

2002-04-01

Wounded

2005-06

Beyond Depression

2016-11-22

The Healing Power of Words

2023-04-20
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